Introduction to C++ - Quiz 1, 13 Feb 2012
Name:

ID:

This is a closed book quiz. There are seven questions on three pages, for a total of 20 possible points.
In the code fragments, assume that the context (e.g. appropriate header files and using namespace
statements) has been specified correctly.
In questions that ask what a fragment would print, in each case your answer should consist of one or
more decimal digits (don’t worry about spaces or newlines).
1. What would the following code fragment print (4 pts)?
int a[] = { 10, 4, 20 };
int* q = a + 1;
int& r = *(q+1);
*q = 3;
r = 6;
cout << a[0] << " " << a[1] << " " << a[2]

<< endl;

2. How could you correctly call the function swap below to swap the values stored in the variables a and
b (2 pts)?
void swap(int* x, int* y) {
int temp = *x;
*x = *y;
*y = temp;
}
int main ()
{
int a = 1, b = 2;
}

3. Rewrite the above code snippet (both the swap function and the main function) so that the function
swap takes as input two references to an int instead of 2 pointers to ints. (3 points)
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4. Suppose I have a struct defined as follows:
struct DoubleNode
{
double value ;
DoubleNode * next;
};

The following function is supposed to create a new DoubleNode and return a pointer to it. The new
double node’s value property should be set to the double passed as input and the next property should
be set to NULL
DoubleNode * createElement ( double value )
{
DoubleNode newElement ;
newElement . value = value ;
newElement .next = NULL;
return & newElement ;
}

The above code does compile but it does not obey proper memory management techniques. In fact,
when you compile the code, you get the following warning:
warning: address of local variable ’newElement’ returned
Explain in one or two sentences why it is problematic to return the address of a local variable. (2
points)

5. Rewrite the above function so that it correctly satisfies proper memory management techniques (and
still creates a new DoubleNode with appropriate values) (3 points)
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6. Write a function copy to take as input three things: A start iterator of a collection, the location one
past the end of the same collection (i.e. an end iterator), and a start iterator of a second collection. You
may assume for simplicity that the two collections have identical sizes.
Your function should copy the contents from the first collection into the second collection. You may
assume that the 2nd start iterator is a write-able iterator and that both iterators have the ++ operator
defined on them. You may also assume that enough space exists to be able to write every value into
the destination collection. (4 points)
Hint: Remember that to allow a function to work with any kind of iterator, you can add the following
line before your function. You may then use InputIterator in place of the actual type.
template<class InputIterator>
Since the two kinds of iterators are different (one could be a vector iterator and the other a list iterator
for example), you’ll need to have two different types in this command.
template<class InputIterator, class OutputIterator>

7. Explain in one or two sentences why we are able to combine multiple « operators into one command
such at cout « "x" « "y" and the program still type checks. (2 points)
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